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Glossary Key Terms 

Chandogya Upanishad –  One of the largest Upanishads. The foundation of the 
Vedanta school of Hinduism. 

Jnana –  Experiential knowledge of Brahman 

Katha Upanishad –  One of the primary and most widely studied of the Upanishads. 

Upanishads –  The section of the Vedas that deals with the philosophical principles 
underlying the practices documented in the Vedas. The most famous Upanishads, for 
example, the Chandogya or the Brihadaranyaka, speak of the inherent unity of atman 
and Brahman, and delineate a monist philosophy. 

Rishi –  Divinely inspired Seers, who revealed the Vedas in meditation. 

Shruti –  Classification of Ancient Texts which were ‘heard’ rather than constructed. 

Samhita –  Original shruti verse collection. 
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Origin and Background of the Upanishads 
 

How the Upanishads fit into the Vedas 
The four Hindu ‘Holy Books’ known collectively as ‘The Vedas’ are a collation of 
verses ‘heard’ in deep meditation by ancient Indian Rishis, beginning over 4000 years 
ago. The verses explore the nature of reality on many levels, physical, metaphysical 
and philosophical, collected as four layers within each Veda:  (see next page). 

 

1st  and 2nd 
layers make up 
the Karmakand  
meaning “for 
worldly well-
being.”  

1st layer : Samhitas (Mantras) 
 
The primary collections of verses are known as Samhitas and 
are the foundational layer of the Vedas. Samhita literally means 
‘to collate’ and gathers together the initial Shruti (revelatory) 
verses. The Rig Veda (Rig means to praise) Samhitas are the 
oldest and praise a range of named cosmic forces (deities). 
Over time, methods of chanting these verses as Mantras, in 
specific melodies, with ritualised ceremonies were developed 
and collected in the Yajur, Sama and Atharveda.  
 
These highly formalised ritual offerings came to be known as 
Yajna and detailed instructions on how to do them correctly 
made up the next layer of each Veda called the Brahmanas. 

2nd layer: Brahmanas (Instructional Commentary on 
Householder Rituals) 
 
The Samhitas and Brahmanas are collectively known as the 
Karmakand (Action Section) in each Veda as they deal with 
Yagna performed for worldly benefits and outcomes such as 
community well-being or rites of passage like weddings. 

3rd and 4th 
layers make up 
the Jnanakand / 
(Jnana Section) 
and are “for 
spiritual 
advancement”.  
 
They deal with 
the philosophical 
and spiritual 
knowledge 
contained in the 
Vedas. 

 
3rd layer : is known as the Arnyakas or forest texts.  
 
These are interpretations intended for those living as forest-
dwelling renunciates in the Vanprastha ashrama, transitioning 
from worldly-living to advanced spiritual development. 
 

4th layer : the final sections after the Arnyakas are the 
Upanishads. 
 
As these come at the end of each Veda and represent the 
conclusion or spiritual ‘fruition’ of Vedic knowledge, they are 
also known as Vedanta. These texts are to support those who 
wish to advance towards Moksha. 
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Diversity of ideas and types of Upanishads 
Upanishad was originally translated as ‘to sit down near’ by Max Mueller, one of the 
first Europeans to learn Sanskrit. Inferring that students must sit devotedly by the 
teacher to learn a secret doctrine. Earlier Hindu Masters like Shankaracharya 
interpreted ‘shada’ as destruction and an Upanishad as ‘that which leads to 
destruction of ignorance or ‘not-knowing’. However a literal meaning is ‘Approaching 
that which lies beneath’. This seems closest to what the texts offer – access to the 
esoteric teachings that rest underneath the external systems described in the 
Samhitas and Brahmanas sections (Karmakand) of the Vedas.  

 

“Here we have to do with the Upanishads, and the world-wide historical significance 
of these documents cannot, in our judgement, be more clearly indicated than by 
showing how the deep fundamental conception of Plato and Kant was precisely that 
which already formed the basis of Upanishad teaching.” 
P. Duesson  

Duesson, P., ‘The Philosophy of the Upanishads’, Cosimo, (2010), 
ISBN:9781616402396, p. 42. 

 

It’s important to note that the Upanishads were recorded over many centuries across 
different regions of India, with different ones held within the various Vedic schools as 
they were disseminated and taught throughout India. Thus the Upanishads don’t 
represent a unified belief system to be embraced, but an eclectic wisdom collection 
to support progress into deeper enquiry and experience of the true nature of reality.  

As the value of the ideas in the Upanishads became more widely appreciated, these 
have been extracted and collected as volumes in their own right in a range of 
formats. Whilst many key Hindu concepts such as Brahman and atman are examined 
in the Upanishads, it is not surprising that their explanation may vary depending on 
which Upanishads is being studied. 

There are around 200 known Upanishads in the present day, but this is only a fraction 
of the original, and more Upanishad manuscripts do occasionally surface. Of the 
known 200, the most important 12 or 13 are known as the Mukhya or Principal 
Upanishads. This group contains diverse teachings about Brahman and atman and 
was collated with extensive philosophical commentaries by Shankaracharya, the 8th 
Century Hindu Master credited with establishing the now mainstream Hindu school of 
Vedantic philosophy called Advaita Vedanta. A further 95 Upanishads complete the 
Muktika canon. These are relatively recent and cover themes as diverse as Shaiva, 
Vaishnav, Shakt, Sannyasa and Yoga. 
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 “Even though theoretically the whole of vedic corpus is accepted as revealed truth 
[shruti], in reality it is the Upanishads that have continued to influence the life and 
thought of the various religious traditions that we have come to call Hindu. 
Upanishads are the scriptures par excellence of Hinduism".  
Patrick Olivelle  

Patrick,  Olivelle. ‘The Early Upanishads’, Oxford University Press, (2014), 
ISBN:9780195124354. 

 

As the Upanishads were philosophically derived from the knowledge and practice of 
Yajna, it is helpful to understand the concept of Yajna first. 
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The concept of Yajna and the achievement of Jnana 
 

Origin and purpose of yajna 
The Vedic Rishis saw the Universe as cosmically ordered on both the physical and 
metaphysical level. The Yajna rituals were designed to restore harmonious balance 
between impact of man-made society (karma) on cosmic balance (dharma). 

In the Rig Veda, Yajna literally means “a form of offering or oblation as an act of 
praise, worship or devotion”. The Vedic Rishis recorded many types of Yajna as forms 
of codified ‘priest-craft’. They describe a specially sanctified fire called Agni in which 
the ‘offering’ known as Ahuti is added. 

Some Yajna are like cooking recipes intended for particular socially beneficial 
outcomes such as prosperity, whilst others are on seasonal dates or for regular 
spiritual sanctification. The use of incense preparations for Ahuti, accompanied by 
chanting Vedic mantras, is a multi-sensory experiential ‘detox’, where both the sound 
of the Mantra and fragrance of the burning incense, have a soothing, air-cleansing 
effect radiating in all directions to contribute to universal well-being.  

Yagna were important in ancient India, Brahmins spent a third of their time 
performing them. The importance was linked to the well-being of grihasti 
(householders) as these were considered the key drivers of Vedic communities, in 
terms of raising children, caring for the elderly, and generating prosperity for all. To 
the present day, wherever Hindus live in the world, they have taken the tradition of 
the smaller Yajna, the havan, with them. It is performed by Pandits (Brahmin scholars) 
at weddings, housewarmings and other milestones. 

Achievement of Jnana 
Veda literally means knowledge, and the difference between the two types of 
knowledge (informational and experiential) is covered in the respective Karmakand 
and Jnanakand sections of the Vedas.  

The know-how for conducting Yagna and other Priestly rites and services for the 
community is informational, and covered in the Karmakand – first half of the Vedas. 
The second half which includes the Upanishads is known as the Jnanakand – ‘Jnana’ 
section. 

Jnana has many meanings, such as:  

• Knowing, perceiving, comprehending  
• Knowledge, learning  
• Consciousness, awareness  
• Sacred knowledge derived from the Vedas or Self-knowledge  
• Intelligence or wisdom.  

This type of knowledge, an embodied awareness which integrates direct experience 
and intellectual understanding, is called Jnana. 
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The Upanishads themselves classify jnana into lower (apara) knowledge (of material 
objects, rituals and obligations) and higher (para) knowledge of True Self (Atman) 
and ultimate reality (Brahman). Upanishads such as Mundaka Upanishad, suggest that 
both types of knowledge are essential. However, they also state clearly that those 
who pursue the lower knowledge will at best enjoy temporary heavenly pleasures and 
keep reincarnating upon earth until their karma is exhausted, while those who pursue 
Brahman through higher knowledge will attain the immortal world and never be born 
again. This is the Jnana path to Moksha. 
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Upanishadic concept of yajna (yagna) 
 

Some scholars see the Upanishads as an evolutionary leap of Vedic civilisation from 
elaborate rituals dedicated to cosmic forces to high-minded esoteric ideas about the 
nature of reality. However it is important to remember the Vedas were not locked 
away text books for academic study, but well-thumbed manuals for engaging with 
every-day living and teaching.  Each section was fit for its own purpose. 

The difference between the two types of knowledge (informational and experiential) 
is covered in the respective Karmakand and Jnanakand sections of the Vedas.  

The Samhitas and Brahmanas don’t serve those whose purushartha (main life aim) is 
moksha. In fact yajna work was seen as a potential trap for those who allow 
themselves to get caught up in outcomes, or in the gift donations that rich patrons 
might offer. So for those on the Jnana path to moksha, external yajna was considered 
valueless, and in some Upanishads, actually cited as an obstacle on the inner journey 
to moksha  

For yajna to be of any value to a renunciate, they need to reflect on the hidden 
meanings and knowledge underlying the yajna descriptions. These are to be found in 
the Jnanakand, that is the Arnyakas and Upanishads, and used to gain Jnana of 
Brahman and atman as the way to self-mastery and eventually moksha. For example 
some of the Arnyakas, which deal with the preparatory stage before the sanyasi 
(renunciate) life, take the description for preparing the yajna site as allegorical 
instruction for preparing the body through yoga and meditation disciplines. Here the 
individual is effectively offering or sacrificing their small self-identity, to embody true 
knowledge of the infinite self. Hence the tapas practices are said to cultivate spiritual 
‘heat’ or energy as the start of this transformational journey.  

Self-mastery is not just for moksha. The more the priests mastered themselves, the 
better they could serve Hindu communities as officiates during yajna, as Gurus for 
student renunciates, as well as progress their own inner journey of developing Jnana 
and progressing towards moksha. 

Typically Upanishadic knowledge would be taught to students, in shakhas (ancient 
Vedic schools) by those who had mastered the practices, rather than read 
independently by novices. In fact some texts appear to be deliberately encoded and 
layered to prevent reading by those who were not themselves initiated and 
sufficiently prepared. Hence it is not enough to be able to read or even ‘know’ the 
contents of the Upanishads, instead the student must be initiated by a guru who has 
direct personal experience of Jnana. 
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Teaching of the gurus - significant teaching on the 
relationship between Brahman and atman  
 
Importance of the Guru - chela (disciple) relationship 
The experiential nature of Jnana requires a very special relationship between the 
teacher (guru or master) and the student (chela or disciple). The Indic tradition of 
guru and disciples, does not only require the Guru to act as a teacher, transferring 
subject knowledge, but also act as both role-model embodying the knowledge in 
their way of living, and also mentor, someone to be obeyed with humility and 
reverence.  

Thus the teaching and studying of the Upanishads would not be purely intellectual 
development but a full immersion ‘apprenticeship’, intended to purify and elevate the 
student’s way of being, beyond their own needs and impulses, towards higher 
knowledge of atman and Brahman. There are many citations in the Upanishads of the 
crucial role of the Guru for one who wishes to attain moksha, such as Chandogya 6:14. 

“As one might lead a person with his eyes covered away from [home], and leave him 
then in a place where there are no human beings; and as that person would turn 
towards the east, or the north, or the west, and shout, "I have been brought here with 
my eyes covered, I have been left here with my eyes covered,"  'And as thereupon 
someone might loose his bandage and say to him, "...go in that direction;" and as 
thereupon, having been informed and being able to judge for himself, he would ... 
arrive at last, -- in exactly the same manner does a man, who meets with a teacher to 
inform him, obtain the true knowledge.” (Chandogya 6:14) 
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Teachings from the Katha Upanishad: 2:8; 2:24; 2:16;  
 
The key knowledge in the Upanishads is captured as live dialogue where a Guru is 
instructing a disciple. In Katha it is a teenager who confronts Yama (God of Death) 
himself with questions of life and death. In Chapter 2, Yama first talks about what it 
takes to be capable of achieving Jnana of this knowledge.  
As we have seen, the Upanishadic teaching of atman and Brahman is not intended to 
be academic or philosophical theory, but experiential answers to the ultimate 
questions of life, such as what is the nature of reality (Brahman) and who are we 
(atman)? The texts, for example Katha 2:8, make it clear that such real-time 
transformational learning can only occur when both the teacher and student are first 
sufficiently qualified and ready for such impactful training. 

“Atman when taught by an inferior person, is not easily comprehended, because it is 
diversely regarded by disputants. But when it is taught by him who has become one 
with Atman, there can remain no more doubt about It. Atman is subtler than the 
subtlest and not to be known through argument.”  

(Katha, 2:8) 

 

This verse also highlights the different ways of understanding this topic academically, 
by referring to ‘disputants’. So theoretical teaching alone won’t work. Only someone 
who has personal Jnana of the subtleties of the complete process can guide a disciple 
to reach Jnana.   

Yama likens a human being to a horse-drawn chariot. Five horses represent the five 
senses. The reins are the mind – desires and emotions. The intellect, our wise 
judgement, is the charioteer, and our body is the chariot. The true self or atman, is 
riding within. 

Yama explains only when the horses are guided by reins, expertly steered by the 
driver, can the atman within be realised. Otherwise all the attention and energy goes 
into trying to train a misbehaving driver, or deal with the crises of tangled reins or 
runaway horses (Katha, 2.24) 

“He who has not turned away from wickedness, who is not tranquil and subdued, and 
whose mind is not at peace, cannot attain Atman. It is realised only through the 
knowledge of Reality.” (Katha, 2:24) 

Yama explains the need to cultivate knowledge of Om, as a Mantra to dissolve 
illusions of separateness between Brahman and Atman, in order to reach the bliss-
state of Moksha. (Katha, 2.16) 

“This syllable Om is indeed Brahman. This syllable is the Highest. Whosoever knows 
this syllable obtains all that he desires.” (Katha 2.16) 
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Katha Upanishad: 3:6; 3:12; 3:15;  
 
In Chapter 3, Yama instructs Nachiketas in techniques needed to attain Jnana of 
Atman, with more teaching on the interplay between the mind and senses and the 
crucial role of meditation practices and disciplines to achieve knowledge of Atman 
(Katha, 3.6) 

“But if the mind is always restrained, possesses discrimination, then the senses come 
under control, like the good horses of a charioteer.” (Katha, 3.6) 

The senses can be a real obstacle as we have already discussed. However if the 
aspirant has learnt to control his minds response to his senses, then those same 
senses can be used to inform his intellect and allow it to discriminate more sensitively, 
reinforcing the strong need to control the mind’s reactivity (Katha, 3.12) 

“That Self hidden in all beings does not shine forth; but It is seen by subtle seers 
through their one-pointed and subtle intellects.” (Katha, 3.12) 

The ability for meditational focus on atman enables the ability to directly see beyond 
the physical and mental difference, to ‘know’ (in the Jnana sense) that the same 
divine and pure consciousness dwells within all beings. This is foundational to the 
Hindu worldview as exemplified in the greeting Namaste. 

Understanding that atman cannot be ‘detected’ through the senses (Nirguna), as it is 
not a material thing but pure consciousness. All things that begin have causality and 
when the causality runs out of momentum, they end and so are not eternal.  Atman 
transcends this as it is not affected by time, death or anything else. To know atman is 
to become immortal, as desire stems from ignorance and compels rebirth to meet 
those desires. This is the ‘secret to immortal life’ that Nachiketas is learning from 
Death as a Teacher (Katha, 3.15). 

“Having realised Atman, which is soundless, intangible, formless, undecaying, and 
likewise tasteless, eternal, and odourless; having realised that which is without 
beginning and end, beyond the Great and unchanging – one is freed from the jaws of 
death.” (Katha 3.15) 
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Katha Upanishad: 4:3; 5:2; 5:7 
 
One of the most powerful ideas from Vedanta, is this notion of the atman as the 
Subject, the real Seer, knower, etc. All outer things, including body, senses, mind and 
ego are the object, things that the Atman/self knows and understands. They 
themselves are not conscious, but the instruments of consciousness. ‘This’ Aware Self’  
is what Nachiketas was seeking to understand (Katha 4.3 – see below) and is the 
subtle heart of Upanishadic philosophy. 

“It is through atman that one knows form, taste, smell, sounds, touches and carnal 
pleasures. Is there anything that remains unknown to Atman? This, verily is That.” 
(Katha, 4:3) 

In Katha 5.2 Yama spells out the diversity of forms, locations & names that are all one 
& the same atman, the all-pervasive self, without a 2nd & being no different from 
Brahman. In Katha 5.7 (key quote), we see a direct answer to Nachiketas question of 
what specifically continues after death and a key Vedantic teaching: that Brahman 
(the consciousness that is everywhere) and atman (the consciousness inside 
humans), are the same. 

“He is the sun dwelling in the bright heavens. He is the air dwelling in the interspace. 
He is the fire dwelling on earth. He is the guest dwelling in the house. He dwells in 
men, in the gods, in truth, in the sky. He is born in the water, on earth, in the sacrifice, 
on the mountains. He is the True and the Great.” (Katha, 5.2) 

Having clarified that it is the same consciousness within us all, Yama goes on to 
explain how destinations for this conscious atman, from one life to the next is 
determined, by talking about Jiva. 

Jiva is similar to the Christian term ‘soul’ i.e. an individualised manifestation (in this 
discourse, of the one atman). The manifestation is determined by the state of being 
of the life form at the time of previous death,  

Also note, the atman is not altered by which body it inhabits. The body serves the 
purpose of atman. Ultimately it will achieve moksha.  

Important to note that future life is not seen as a reward or punishment for previous 
lives, merely consequences to be experienced. If there remain unfulfilled desires, then 
rebirth is triggered in order to appropriately match and fulfil those desires until the 
Jiva realises the transitory nature of sense-gratification and seeks the less transitory 
aims and life fulfilment, Satchitananda – the bliss of realising that atman is its true 
nature.  

Note that in this philosophy moksha is not a ‘reward’, but more of an inevitable 
consequence. 

“Some Jivas enter the womb, to be embodied as organic beings, and some go into 
non-organic matter – according to their work and their knowledge.”  (Katha, 5.7) 
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Verses 6:13:1-3 from the Chandogya Upanishads 
 

Brahman and atman in the Chandogya Upanishad 
 
The Chandogya Upanishad includes some of the oldest verses on the Atman and Brahman 
teachings. One way to work with these terms is to think of the truth within beings as 
Atman, and truth beyond them as Brahman. Chandogya 6.2 (key quote) offers a sense of 
Brahman as pure timeless ‘Being’ or a single Consciousness present before all material 
beings. 

  

‘In the beginning the world was just Being, one only, without a second. Then it 
thought to itself: “Would that I were many, Let me procreate myself.”’ (Chandogya 
6.2) 

Having named atman and Brahman, the question of what is the relationship between them 
has been answered in different Upanishads and by Vedantic scholars in a range of ways, 
leading to the different Vedantic schools of Indian philosophy. In the Chandogya, this 
question is addressed through the famous story of the dialogue of Svetaketu learning 
from his father, (Chandogya 13:1-3) 
 
‘Place this salt in water and then come to me in the morning." The son did as he was told. 
The father said to him: "My son, bring me the salt which you placed in the water last 
night." Looking for it, the son did not find it, for it was completely dissolved. 2 The father 
said: "My son, take a sip of water from the surface. How is it?" "It is salt." "Take a sip from 
the middle. How is it?" "It is salt." "Take a sip from the bottom. How is it?" "It is salt." 
"Throw it away and come to me." The son did as he was told, saying: "The salt was there 
all the time." Then the father said: "Here also, my dear, in this body you do not perceive 
Sat (Being); but It is indeed there." 3 "Now, that which is the subtle essence all that exists 
has it in its self. That is the Real. That Part is the Self.”’  Chandogya (6:13:1-3) 
 
This story captures what has been said about Brahman, but he goes on to add the famous 
phrase “Tat Tvam Asi” (thou art that), one of the Mahavakya (key sayings) that accent key 
themes in the Upanishads. In this story, atman and Brahman are clearly equated.  
 
If Brahman is present as the ‘soul’ of everything in the world, and we are in the world, then 
it must also be within us.  
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Issues for discussion 
 

Do the Upanishads matter to modern Hindus?  
 
Is it possible to follow Vedanta without being a Hindu? 
 
Is Jnana possible without a Guru? 
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Useful Resources 
https://resources.wjec.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=2941   

WJEC  Unit 3E: Scheme of Work 
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Websites 
http://yogananda.com.au/upa/Upanishads01.html#overview  

Overview of the Upanishads from http://yogananda.com.au 

https://www.hinduismtoday.com/modules/smartsection/item.php?itemid=1561- 
article on ‘God, Soul and the World’ from Hinduism Today. 
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Glossary Key Terms 
 

Advaita –   
Non-dual Vedanta which teaches that atman and Brahman are identical. 
 
Ishtadeva –  the chosen  deity  
 
casteism –  Non-dual Vedanta teaches that atman and Brahman are identical. One of 
the 6 ‘Darshans’ (or schools) of Vedantic philosophy. 
 
darshan –  highly regarded moment of divine grace experienced as direct vision of a 
deity or guru. 
 
Purush Sukta –  A section in the Rigveda depicting diversity in human spirituality as 
four varnas. 
 
Rig Veda –  The oldest of the Vedas – the ancient Hindu Scriptures. 
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Hinduism as a pluralist tradition 
 

Diversity and Pluralism 
It is not unusual to find examples of diversity in all religions. Diversity simply means 
variation and can occur within any religion in response to cultural, political and other 
historical factors. Diversity can and has lead to the proliferation of sects and 
denominations that we are familiar with across the different religions. 

Pluralism however is the existence of different groups of people with distinguishing 
beliefs or practices co-existing within the same society with the collectively agreed 
view that this is a good thing. Whereas diversity may be involuntary and can include 
intolerance, tension and competitiveness, pluralism fosters and welcomes variation as 
crucial to the thriving of the whole without any need to convert or discredit those 
who believe or behave differently. 

 

 “Diversity is a fact. Pluralism is an accomplishment” 
 
Eck, Diana, ‘What is Pluralism’, Website: The Pluralism Project (2006) 
 

Whilst pluralism is increasingly discussed as a contemporary, multi-cultural peace 
mechanism, religious pluralism is a foundational concept in Hinduism since ancient 
times. A well known verse of the Rig Veda states: ‘Truth is one, though the Wise Ones 
know it variously’. This is worth exploring as it explains what gives Hinduism its 
distinctively pluralistic worldview. It spells out that wise people will disagree with 
each other on what is true, and that such disagreement is not a problem because they 
will see the same truth, but see it differently to each other in accordance with their 
own perspective. The fact that the quote is about wise people disagreeing is 
important as it is not suggesting that one way of seeing the truth is wise and the 
others are unwise, and so to be defeated or converted, but rather opens up the 
opportunity for ALL to learn from each other’s perspectives. Thus in Hinduism, 
encountering and engaging with those who are different is not just tolerated or 
respectfully accepted, but welcomed and even recommended as enriching for all 
rather than seeking to impose a singular view.  
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Many cultural and religious variations tolerated within 
Hinduism itself 
 

Religious Variations 
Hinduism accepts that there is a range of ways for people to engage and develop 
their spirituality in order to live successful and fulfilling lives and that this is necessary 
as people are inherently diverse and will be drawn to alternative rather than 
competing ways to be religiously or spiritually fulfilled. 

 

“In Practical religion, Hinduism recognises that there are those who wish to see God 
face to face, others who delight in the endeavour to know the truth of it all. Some find 
peace in action, others in non-action.” 
 
Radhakrishnan, S., ‘An Idealist View of Life’, Mandala, (1988), ISBN-13: 978-
0041410099, page 89 
 

We have seen how Vivekananda (see  Ramakrishna notes), categorised such 
alternatives broadly as the four Yoga paths for pursuing spiritual development.  

These are: 

• Bhakti (path of loving devotion to a deity), 
• Jnana (path of philosophical knowledge),  
• Raj (path of self-discipline) and 
• Karma (path of ethical action).  

 
Note also that these don’t need to be exclusively followed paths, and Hindus practice 
combinations of these depending on their own disposition, family customs and 
lifestyle.  By the same inclusive principle, it is accepted that not everyone feels 
compelled to be on any such path and are content to seek material well-being and 
abundance. These aims are included within the four human motivations (kama, artha, 
dharma and moksha), which also occur as uniquely blended for each individual and at 
different stages of life. The key unifying feature is not which path, but that it be 
ethically lived, that is with minimal harm to others, (ahimsa), and in authentic 
contribution of service to the whole, that is family, community, society, the planet, not 
just ourselves. 
 
Thus, Hinduism may be practiced with or without belief in a deity (bhakti), may 
include worship of a deity with or without form (Nirguna or saguna), and may be with 
or without performing a range of religious practices (kriya).Cultural Variations 

In addition to the variety of spiritual path choices within Hinduism, there are also 
extensive variations in the cultural traditions through which Hinduism is practiced in 
community, including variations in cultural rites of passage such as wedding 
ceremonies. Because Hinduism does not have a centralised authority prescribing a 
religious monoculture, the distinctive character, language and customs of the 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/Eduqas%20Component%201E%20Hinduism%20Theme%201F.pdf
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different states of India have heavily influenced how regional religious life has been 
practiced. Many of these ancient customs include aspects linked to geographical 
location. For example devout Hindus living in an agriculturally rich state such as 
Punjab may include traditional festival food linked to a vegetarian grain-based diet, 
whereas Hindus from a coastal state such as Bengal are likely to include fish in their 
equally traditional celebration food. An even stronger role of geography is 
highlighted by Diana Eck in her book “India: A Sacred Geography” which describes 
mountains, rivers and temples scattered throughout the length and breadth of India 
as pilgrimage sites, steeped in sacred stories. Some of these, linked to primary 
avatars and deities such as Rama, Krishna and Shiva attract millions of visitors from 
Hindus around the world whilst others are regional deities, known only to locals, but 
no less sacred to them for that. 
 
Thus, whilst the philosophical principles (such as karma, dharma and reverence for 
nature) that underpin Hinduism are strongly unified across the Hindu world, the 
specific deities, modes of worship and cultural practices may be so profoundly 
different, that to an outside observer, they can appear as entirely different religions. 
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Historical origins of Hindu attitudes (Gandhi’s 
Sarvodaya) 
 

Throughout its history, Hinduism has been decentralised, rooted in its regional 
communities 

 

“One cannot find the equivalent of a Hindu pope or an authoritative Hindu council. 
Historically Hinduism has never insisted upon the necessity of a supreme figure in 
religious matters and has never agreed upon certain articles of belief as essential for 
all Hindus”.  
 
Kinsley, David R., ‘Hinduism A Cultural Perspective’, Prentice-Hall, (1993), 
ISB:9780133957322 
 
 
According to the Rig Veda, the challenge before humanity is to live well together in a 
world where even the wisest see the truth differently to each other.  So the Hindu 
attitude is not built on belief in a ‘truth-claim’ that needs to be protected or 
commandments that need to be obeyed, but a principle of protecting the right to 
follow the path that best suits you and the right of others to do the same. The reason 
this is called pluralism rather than individualism is it incorporates through the doctrine 
of karma and dharma the sense of each being part of a unified whole and taking 
responsibility for how our choices impact everyone else as well as being right for 
ourselves. 
 
In the Purush Sukta, there is a Hindu conception of ‘inherent’ pluralism embedded 
into the process of creation itself, differentiating types of humanity’s spiritual 
consciousness as interdependently functional parts of a cohesive whole where, like 
metaphorical body parts, the thriving of every type of personality is crucial to the 
thriving of the whole human society. Without the materially focussed roles, society’s 
physical needs would be neglected, and without the wisdom seekers and problem-
solvers, society can become hedonistic and decadent. Only in working as an 
integrated community using all talents and meeting all needs, can a society thrive. On 
the issue of wisdom seeking, another key feature of Hinduism is that ancient 
scriptures or shastras are not taken literally as ‘the authority’ imposing ideas on 
believers. Rather they are handbooks and textbooks for exploration as a wisdom 
library from which present generations must continuously make contemporary 
decisions on how to live well in their own context. 

Hence as David Frawley writes in his article ‘A Hindu call for Religious Pluralism’, 
“New wisdom does not defeat or replace or cut old wisdom off, it absorbs and 
evolves a complexly layered, evolving diversity”. 

Over time and with imperial land-ownership, the fluid and largely philosophical 
differentiation that supported multi-skilled co-operatives across India, degenerated 
into individual reward-seeking aptitudes and motivations becoming competitively 
graded in accordance with socio-economic status and value to new ruling elites. As 
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Indian society fragmented under different exploitative rulers, Hindus began focussing 
more on their own survival under successive regimes, culminating under British 
colonial rule, into a formalised and highly unequal ‘Caste System’, where English 
speaking, land-owning, army-recruiting and tax-paying ‘castes’ became richer and 
those that could not, became criminalised. 

Social reformers such as Vivekananda, Gandhi and others, worked to remind people, 
particularly the more affluent ‘castes’, of the ancient interdependent social cohesion 
that lies at the foundation of Hinduism. Hence whilst Vivekananda, Gandhi and others 
sought to address ‘casteism’ the inequality of status and dignity that had corrupted 
and polarised Hindu society, they did not speak against, but rather aimed to revive, 
the ancient pluralist concept of unity in diversity and mutual care, in order to 
collectively uplift the poor. 

 
Sarvodaya 
A good example of Hindu pluralism in action is the Sarvodaya movement started by 
Mahatma Gandhi. (previous notes on Gandhi and Shri Paramahamsa Ramakrishna).  
Sarvodaya literally means ‘universal uplifting’. Its three principals were designed to 
address the poverty and deprivation widespread in India, but also the indignity and 
mistreatment of the vast majority of non-landowning Indians that had become so 
prevalent in colonised India. Gandhi saw the movement as embodied in three key 
principles for a free and independent India healed, of what Vivekananda had called 
the ‘slave mindset’. 

Sarvodaya intended to elevate the most deprived and re-unite all sections of society 
in mutual compassion and care by focussing on principles which enshrine care and 
respect for all whilst also honouring differences. These are pluralist principles as they 
affirm diversity within unity, but also challenge elitism that prevents all members of 
society from being included in the collective flourishing. The three principles are: 

• The good of the individual lies within the good of all 
• That a lawyer’s work has the same value as the barber’s, that is of equal right 

to do their work 
• A life of labour is a life worth living. 

This is giving equal dignity to people irrespective of their work, whilst inspiring all to 
feel their work is important and a valued contribution. It was also designed to help re-
distribute the vastly polarised wealth of India by reviving some Hindu ethical 
principles, such as revering the land as common sustainer for all rather than as the 
‘property’ of a select elite.  

 

“Earth provides enough for every man’s need not greed” 
 

Pyarelal, N., ‘Mahatma Gandhi: The last Phase’, Navajivan Trust (1956), ISBN-
13: 9788172291969 
 
 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/WJEC%20Unit%203E%20Hinduism%20Theme%201B.pdf
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The Sarvodaya movement was not just for the upliftment of Hindus, but a truly 
pluralist movement, aimed at respect for all, irrespective of caste, class, religion or 
gender. Gandhi would frequently use prayers and hymns from a range of religious 
traditions to model this important point. 
Rather than imposing Sarvodaya, as various imperial Indian rulers had done 
previously with other top-down ‘systems’, Gandhi wished to return power back to the 
grassroots local democracy and community of Vedic times. He wanted villages to 
embrace Sarvodaya and become masters of their own collective flourishing, with 
everyone employed and cared for in accordance with their personal skills and 
abilities. This principle is underpinned by both the Purush-Sukta and again in the 
Bhagavad Gita (4:13). 

 

“Humanity manifests in the four-fold Varna through distribution of the primary 
qualities (gunas) and individual choices (karma). Though I am its creator, I am not the 
one who acts” 

Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 4:13  
 

Gandhi saw this giving back of social responsibility and dignity to all, irrespective of 
work and faith, as a  key way of healing the divisions within Indian society as well as 
recovery from the damage of foreign colonisation. 

 The Sarvodaya work was continued by Vinoba Bhave (see other notes on Theme 2C: 
Hindu liberationist thinking as defending the poor and oppressed). 

 

  

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/WJEC%20Unit%203E%20Hinduism%20Theme%202C.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/WJEC%20Unit%203E%20Hinduism%20Theme%202C.pdf
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Conflict between exclusivism and pluralism 
 

Exclusivism is the doctrine that only one religion or belief system is true and ‘right’. 
This is the opposite of the pluralistic principle underpinning Hinduism. This sets up a 
natural conflict between Hinduism that wishes to be inclusive of all faiths and those 
faiths which see themselves as exclusive carriers of the ‘True Message’. 

In Hinduism the idea that all religions offer a potential path to the Truth is not just an 
ideological doctrine or ‘belief’ but is based on the experiential teaching of mystics 
such as Ramakrishna who taught from direct experience of performing intense bhakti 
to the primary deity of different religions until he achieved a Darshan-like experience 
with each one.  Pluralism is not only embedded into Hindu culture on many levels, it is 
also part of ancient teachings, with Krishna stating in the Bhagavad Gita: “As people 
approach me, so I receive them. All paths lead to me”.  This reinforces Ramakrishna’s 
experience of one unifying divine consciousness that worshippers may approach 
through whichever deity in whichever religion. 

 

“As people approach me, so I receive them. All paths lead to me”. 

Bhagavad Gita 4:11 

 

This pluralist approach to interfaith is quite different to the tolerance to others 
offered by exclusivist traditions which have developed an understanding that they 
each believe the other is profoundly mistaken, but at best, have accepted and even 
respect the others refusal to convert. In some ways, this is an easier relationship as 
there is a mutual understanding, distance and equilibrium.  

However,  the conflict between exclusivism and pluralism is more complex, as an 
exclusivist seeks to focus on differences and shortcomings in the other to foster its 
own superior claim to truth, and the pluralist is trying to focus on similarities to 
cultivate common ground and foster mutual nurture as a principle. These two 
approaches have neither resonance nor reciprocity as automatic common ground. 

In the last decade, with at least three Indian states now presenting as over 80% 
Christian (2011 census), and in some places banning Hindu festivals and forms of 
worship, the lack of ‘mutual nurture’ or ‘mutual tolerance’ is beginning to be felt as a 
rising sense of insecurity among Hindus with an increasing awareness of how 
negatively Hinduism has been portrayed by followers of other religions since colonial 
times. There is a concern that in a secular state that treats exclusivists and pluralists 
with equal rights, then Hinduism which does not have a singularist doctrine to defend, 
will be erased. This has led to a rise in Hindutva, a campaign for a ‘Hindu state’. This 
movement seeks to enshrine Hindu principles at the national level and protect 
pluralist traditions from further incursions by expansionist faiths, whilst at the same 
time maintain its pluralist tradition of protecting the right of all religious communities 
to practice their faith. This is the paradox currently challenging Hindus as the 
demography of Indian states continues to shift. 
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Ironically the ambition to protect the pluralism of Hinduism through Hindutva has 
developed some exclusivist features such as increasing suspicion of Muslims and 
Christians  as ‘anti-nationals’ whose primary loyalty is to their religion, rather than the 
greater well-being of their country. There is also an increasing intolerance of meat 
eating and animal slaughter which has been previously accepted as normal for non-
Hindu citizens. 

Gradually Hindus are developing an understanding of the exclusivist nature of the 
other religions originating outside of India and the need to negotiate a new dialogue 
of encounter and co-existence between pluralist and exclusivist worldviews. Key to 
pluralism is the freedom to follow one’s own path rather than have one imposed upon 
one. The challenge for pluralists is how to respond to exclusivists who follow a path 
which includes the right to seek new followers by undermining the beliefs and 
practices of other faiths. 

Gandhi was an advocate of informed pluralism. That is a pluralism that does not 
automatically assume that others follow the same or different principles as us, but is 
based on ‘a friendly study of the world’s religions’. He was careful to quote and praise 
certain passages of the Qur’an and Bible and to explore wisdom from all faiths, 
notably the Sermon on the Mount. 

 

“If we are to respect others’ religions, as we would have them to respect our own, a 
friendly study of the world’s religions is a sacred duty” 
 
Mahatma Gandhi, from Rao, K.L. S, ‘Mahatma Gandhi and Comparative Religion’, 
Motilal, (1990), ISBN:9788120807556, p.100. 
 

Hindu attitudes towards other faiths 
One of the key principles of Hinduism is encapsulated in the Upanishads as ‘Vasudeva 
Katumbakam’, ‘The Earth is one family’. This occurs in various Upanishads and is 
considered a key Vedantic concept, that of the family-like unity of all creation. This 
unity is not just for one country or religion, but of the whole world, and inclusive of all 
faiths. As a result Hindu kingdoms in India have given refuge to persecuted and 
welcomed migrating people of many religions and countries over the centuries.  The 
idea of all the nations of the world belonging to one family was famously declared by 
Swami Vivekananda in his landmark keynote at the Parliament of World Religions in 
1893 where he opened his speech with “Brothers and sisters of America”. This was a 
declaration of interfaith unity and inclusivity at a time when it was a ground-breaking 
idea for most people there, and led to the conference lauding him as the 
‘embodiment of the spirit of the conference’  
 
"India, the Mother of religions was represented by Swami Vivekananda, the Orange-
monk who exercised the most wonderful influence over his auditors".  
 
Parliament of World Religions, President John Henry Barrows, 1893 
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As well as the Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita quote from Krishna (BG 4:11 “As people 
approach me so I receive them, all paths lead to me”), suggests a belief that 
whichever deity people pray to, they engage with the same spiritual consciousness, in 
this case Krishna. Hindus don’t only apply this principle to Hindu deities, but those 
from all religions. It is not unusual to come across paintings and pictures of Jesus, 
Buddha or the Sikh gurus in Hindu mandirs (temples). 

Another feature of Hindu attitudes towards other faiths, is the openness with which 
Hindu knowledge and spiritual tools are shared with people of all faiths.  Much of the 
philosophy in the Vedas can apply to human flourishing, rather than only Hindu 
flourishing as it does not specify deity or truth claim. The four paths, varna and aims 
of life are observations about human diversity and ways to thrive. Thus spiritual 
ashrams (hermitages or spiritual retreat centres) in India run by Hindu gurus and 
swamis have long been retreat or training destinations for foreigners seeking to learn 
yoga, meditation and other spiritual tools, irrespective of their own religion. 
Vivekananda deliberately set up Vedanta centres all over the world, with such 
resources that do not require others to ‘convert’ to be able to take the benefits of the 
practices to become kinder more compassionate or honest, irrespective of their deity 
of choice. 
 
This inclusive attitude suffered a knock in India, with the arrival of Anglican and 
Scottish Christian missionaries at the end of the 19th Century who began to openly 
denigrate Hinduism and denounce it from pulpits. Thus alongside the inclusive view 
within Hinduism, a parallel view was ignited in defence of the tradition and to resist 
the imposition of one deity (Christian in this case), leading to the formation of a 
Nationalist movement to revive the defeated Hindu spirit and for India to be free of 
the British Empire. It is noteworthy that in response to the negativity, most Hindu 
politicians wanted to build the Nationalist movement across all faiths as both Gandhi 
and Ramakrishna who was not a politician, but a Hindu religious leader, preached “if 
one loves God, one can see him in all people and can love them all irrespective of 
their nationality, religions or social status” (see Ramakrishna notes 1B and  1C). 

It is important to appreciate that religious pluralism does not need to accept all 
religions to be true, only the free right of believers to believe their religion to be true 
and to be free to follow it, due to the Hindu belief that all living beings will eventually 
reach full reunion with divine universal consciousness, in their own time and own way. 
Thus Hinduism supports Christian and Muslim rights to believe Hinduism is wrong, but 
not to use that belief to justify imposing their beliefs or customs on Hindus and 
others.  

As followers of a pluralist tradition, Hindus don’t tend to denounce other religions, 
Hindu leaders like Ramakrishna and Gandhi instead focussed on a life-purpose and 
mission of sharing a vision of the fundamental unity of all humanity in diverse faiths, 
to help heal the world. Vivekananda officially founded Ramakrishna Mission for 
educational, cultural, medical and relief work to help the suffering masses of India, 
without hatred for those who caused it. Instead, he was able to share his message and 
teachings internationally, for the benefit of people of all faiths by seeing those of 
other faiths, of equal value and importance as members of the same human family. 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/WJEC%20Unit%203E%20Hinduism%20Theme%201B.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-16/WJEC%20Unit%203E%20Hinduism%20Theme%201C.pdf
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“When one realises that everyone is essentially divine, one can no longer treat other 
people badly.” 
 
Jamison, I., ‘Hinduism’, Philip Allan Updates, (2006), ISBN:1844894207, p. 145. 
 

Concept of ishtadeva (God with many forms and names) 
It may seem that commitment to pluralism and intense devotion to a specific deity 
are contradictory positions. However, in contrast to the monotheistic faiths, which 
may see a specific deity as ‘the One and only True God’, Hinduism supports the 
concept of ishtadeva. That is the freedom of the individual to engage with the one 
divine reality (Brahman), by worshipping or praying to whichever deity is most 
inspirational or engaging for them.  
 
Whilst this may be a longstanding bhakti relationship with one specific deity for a 
Hindu, it is not mandatory, as the desire to commit to a particular ishtadeva must 
come from within. Instead, for many Hindus the devotion can be directed towards a 
range of deities, depending on different situations, circumstances or time of year as 
the Hindu calendar dedicates certain festival days to specific deities. For those Hindus 
who include bhakti in their practice, there is a wide range of deities and as these are 
considered part of a unified ultimate reality, there is no pressure or anxiety around 
variations in choice of deity (Bhagavad Gita: "Whosoever comes to Me, through 
whatsoever form, I reach him”). 
 
Hence the deity may be Vishnu (or a Vishnu avatar such as Rama or Krishna (whose 
worshippers are called Vaishnivites), or Shiva (Shaivites) or God as Divine Mother 
(Shaktism). These terms do not denote separate sects or denominations as we may 
understand them in other religions, but individual choices that can happily co-exist 
within the same family. This is why mandirs usually include a wide range of deities, to 
inclusively support worshippers with any and all ishtadevas. This is religious pluralism 
in action. 
 
 
‘thousands of temples and shrines throughout the city... The variety of images from 
which they can choose reflects the extraordinary richness through which the divine 
has revealed itself in the Hindu tradition.” 
 
Kinsley, David R., ‘Hinduism A Cultural Perspective’, Prentice-Hall, (1993), ISBN-13: 
978-0133957322 
 
 
The notion of ishtadeva also underscores pluralism of multiple modes of worship to 
practice faith, as each deity often has their own doctrines and traditional ways of 
performing puja, festival days, etc. (see section on celebrating other deities). 
 
As with other Hindu principles, ishtadeva, the right to choose one’s deity, extends to 
respect for deities cited by other faiths, and for their devotees right to worship them. 
The sincerity of the worship is more important to Hindus than the choice of deity. This 
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underscores the acceptance that Hinduism has for pluralism to include other faiths as 
well as internally and the free permission granted over centuries for people of 
different faiths to build their own places of worship across India. 
 
The doctrine of ishtadeva comes out of the experiential nature of bhakti. One of its 
foremost teachers Ramakrishna taught from his own experience that the same divine 
intelligence, whilst having no inherent form was responsive to loving worship in 
whichever form from whichever faith was sincerely worshipped. His most famous 
disciple Vivekananda preached the message that as humans and communities are 
unique and diverse, it follows that their experiences of encountering and relating to 
the divine will be just as diverse. 

 
“As the different streams having their sources in different places all mingle their water 
in the sea, so, O Lord, the different paths which men take, through different 
tendencies, various though they appear, crooked or straight, all lead to Thee!" 
 
Vivekananda, World Parliament, 1893 Speech extract 
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Person’s choice which is the focus of their quest 
 

The ability to choose one’s own path, with or without an ishtadeva, without being 
exclusivist rests on the principle that Hindus do not claim that their choice of path is 
the ‘true religion’ or choice of deity is the ‘true God’. Truth has a particular and sacred 
meaning in Hinduism which transcends what can be perceived by the mind and 
senses. Since all humans are limited by their own imagination and mental constructs, 
Hindus believe that there is an inner drive to be ultimately free of these limitations 
and to experience as much truth as we can for ourselves. The driver to experience the 
full potential of our lives in a meaningful way is considered the sacred quest for each 
individual. Depending on the person, this drive can be materialistic (kama or artha), it 
can be ethically mission-driven (dharma) or (for a small minority), the desire to be 
free of all worldly attachments and attain higher states of universal consciousness 
(moksha). 

There are vast libraries of knowledge recommending ideal ways of performing rites of 
passage or achieving goals, but fundamentally Hindus are free to engage and commit 
to these as much or as little as possible, with the understanding that the level and 
quality of spiritual development will depend on the individual’s own choices and 
actions on the journey of their own life. Fundamentally then, Hinduism is less of a 
belief system and more of an inquiry, growth and development system. It sees belief 
as an evolving measure of a person’s stage of development, rather than its 
destination. 

 

“Pluralism does not mean that all alternatives are the same, but that there are choices, 
which may not all be good or equal’, but that individuals are free to choose. By 
making all choices ‘equally true’ for all, we inhibit inquiry and growth” 
 
Frawley, David, ‘A Hindu call for Religious Pluralism’, Website: Vedic Knowledge 
Online 
 

Once this personal quest philosophy is understood, it makes sense that such pluralism 
delights in the rich variations found in other people and places, as it does not 
compete but welcomes the opportunity to collaborate and evolve. This philosophy 
also underpins the idea that our views are intentionally different, providing we are 
seeing truth or God in the way that is most meaningful for us. Thus the truth is one, 
but its knowledge and understanding is each person’s self-realisation path as a spirit-
driven quest. 

Note that the quest itself is self-selected. It may be ‘to know the truth of it all’ (jnana), 
without a deity, as Radhakrishnan commented, or to merge in blissful reunion with a 
deity (bhakti), or make a difference to fellow human beings (sewa). Whilst all paths 
are valued and respected, none are obligatory, since they have to come as an inner 
‘soul call’, and so they cannot be imposed. 

  

http://veda.wikidot.com/article:a-hindu-call-for-religious-pluralism
http://veda.wikidot.com/article:a-hindu-call-for-religious-pluralism
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Celebrating one form does not exclude celebration 
under other names 
 

Most Hindus are respectful of deities, not only as being part of a unified 
consciousness (Brahman), but because they are sacred to others, even if they do not 
worship that deity themselves. This is a feature of how pluralism successfully operates 
within the lived culture of Hinduism. Children are taught to honour other religion’s 
festivals as well as those of the diversity of deities in Hinduism. This is not just cultural 
pluralism, but also religious pluralism as seen in some of the sacred stories, where 
different deities have occasional cameo roles supporting each other. For example in 
the birth story of Krishna, there is a touching episode, where Shiva decides to visit the 
divine child and give blessings. 

Another example is on Shivratri, where there is a custom of remembering Vishnu to 
remind devotees not to become dogmatic or dismissive of the many other forms and 
ways in which the divine intelligence can operate in the world. 

Culturally, this pluralistic celebration is seen in the wholehearted gusto with which all 
Hindu festivals are celebrated throughout the year, by the whole Hindu community 
irrespective of which deity may be celebrated. Examples include Janamashtami 
(Krishna), Shivratri (Shiva), Navratri (Shakti). In addition, Diwali, Christmas and Eid are 
all national holidays in India, when again, the whole multi-faith country has a festive 
atmosphere and it is not considered ‘un-Hindu’ to wish Christians ‘Happy Christmas, 
or Muslims ‘Eid Mubarak’. 

Thanks to English speaking recent philosophers and leaders such as Vivekananda 
who had the ability to present Vedantic knowledge in lively metaphors and rational 
arguments, the combination of a rationally held worldview which simultaneously 
incorporates respect for other worldviews and dignity for all people has proved to be 
an enduringly popular feature of contemporary Hinduism, both in India and the 
diaspora of Hindus around the world. 
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Issues for discussion 
 

To what extent is Hindutva a response to exclusivist religions? 
 
In what ways are exclusivist and pluralist worldviews similar and different? 
 
What did Vivekananda mean by ‘all streams lead to the same ocean’ given that 
religions have different deities and truth-claims?  
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Useful Resources: 
 http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-
13/Hinduism%20SOW.pdf   

WJEC A level Unit 3E: Hinduism Scheme of Work 

 

Books 
Flood, G.– An Introduction to Hinduism, Foundation Books, (2004), ISBN:8175960280 

Jamison, I., ‘Hinduism’, Philip Allan Updates, (2006), ISBN:1844894207. 

Rodrigues, H., ‘Introducing Hinduism’, Routledge, (2016), ISBN:0415549663 

Radhakrishnan, S., ‘An Idealist View of Life’, Mandala, (1988), ISBN: 9780041410099 

Kinsley, David R., ‘Hinduism A Cultural Perspective’, Prentice-Hall, (1993), ISBN: 
9780133957322 

Vivekananda, Swami, ‘Sisters and Brothers of America, Speech at the Parliament of 
Religions, Chicago 1893’, Independent, (2017), ISBN: 9781520649634 

 

Websites 
http://www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/vivekananda/volume_8/writings_prose/fou
r_paths_of_yoga.htm  

The four paths of yoga by Swami Vivekananda. 

 
http://pluralism.org/what-is-pluralism/  

The Pluralism Project – Harvard University. 

 
http://veda.wikidot.com/article:a-hindu-call-for-religious-pluralism  

A Hindu call for religious pluralism. 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-13/Hinduism%20SOW.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2018-19/18-19_2-13/Hinduism%20SOW.pdf
http://www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/vivekananda/volume_8/writings_prose/four_paths_of_yoga.htm
http://www.ramakrishnavivekananda.info/vivekananda/volume_8/writings_prose/four_paths_of_yoga.htm
http://pluralism.org/what-is-pluralism/
http://veda.wikidot.com/article:a-hindu-call-for-religious-pluralism
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